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Abstract
This research is a study of the role of Arabic, Bugis culture and tafsir literature in the development of Islamic culture in Bugis society. The role can be seen by identifying some Arabic vocabularies used in Bugis language. Arabic, is rich in vocabulary and has great literacy, is the language used in the Qur’an and Hadith as the primary source of Islamic teachings. The spread of Islam to various regions, especially in South Sulawesi, makes the people know about Arabic. Bugis people adapt many Arabic and Islamic terms into their language. The spread of Islam in Sulawesi brings influence on Bugis-Makassar culture. The implementation of Sara’ in Pangandereng system as a system of life for the Bugis community has greatly influenced the development of Islamic culture for Bugis people. This is what is known as al-turf as one of the considerations for the formation of Islamic law. Furthermore, the Qur’an translation and tafsir in Bugis language used Lontara as the medium of explanation. Although Islam does not refer to Bugis as Islam does not refer to Arab, Islam and Bugis have many similarities that make it easily accepted by Bugis people.
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1. Introduction
The actualization of Islam in history has made it inseparable from local culture. Each culture has its own characteristics reflecting the values of ta’hid and unity that bound together. Islam, in a diverse history, is universal Islam that is implemented in human life [1]. The relation between Islam as a religion and local culture is very clear in the study of religious anthropology. Based on this perspective, it is believed that religion is the embodiment of a cultural system [2]. Therefore, the religion is considered as the embodiment of cultural system of a Muslim society. Islam, as a religion, culture, and world civilization was spread in Indonesia in the 7th century and continues to grow up to now, has contributed to the nation’s diverse culture.

Arabic, Islam and local culture have a close relationship. Arabic and Islamic terms that were adapted into Bugis languages hardly counted [3]. They significantly influenced the development of Bugis local culture especially when Islam is accepted by Bugis people as a part of the system of life that is known as Sara’ (syari’ or agama).
As Islam brought by Malays and accepted by people of South Sulawesi, the written tradition with the writing of texts in this area began to develop, both in Arabic and in the form of Bugis language. The arrival of the Malays by bringing the written tradition known as Arabic-Malay script does not change the role of Bugis Lontarak language as a writing language. In fact, Bugis language is still exists. Anthony Reid said that regional languages in some regions in Indonesia were often written in Arabic letters for religious purposes. However, the pre-Islamic writing system in Java and South Sulawesi was too well established to be replaced with Arabic [4]. The works of Javanese ulama including tafsir were written in local languages. Likewise, many Bugis ulama wrote in local languages, including several translated Qur’an and the tafsir that were written in Bugis language.

The statement made by Anthony Reid that the Arabic-Malay language does not replace pre-Islamic characters is supported by the data in UNHAS Text Project that has documented 308 manuscripts and most of them were written in Lontarak script. Moreover, some stories that were written in Malay language were adapted from Persian or Arabic that were then translated into Bugis and Makassar languages with Lontarak scripts. They are Indraputra (Indapatala), Syekh Marlan (Sehe Maradang), Murakrama (Marangkrama), Amir Hamzah, Siti Sairah (Siti Saurah), and others [5]. This is a prove that there was acculturation between Arab and Bugis. How is the process of acculturation of Arab-Islam-Bugis in the development of local Islamic culture in South Sulawesi? What is the influence of Islamic culture development? The researchers are going to answer those questions in this paper.

The writings on language, Islam, and local culture are found in several recent works. For example, in an article entitled Studi terhadap Kosakata Bahasa Arab dalam bahasa Minangkabau [6] concluded that Arabic had a very large influence on the development of Minangkabau local language. In a work entitled Pengaruh Bahasa Arab terhadap Perkembangan Bahasa Indonesia [7], the researcher concluded that Arabic language has a great influence on the development of Bahasa Indonesia. Furthermore, in a study also found that Arabic that was adapted into Bahasa Indonesia was initially considered as a foreign language. As time goes by, many vocabularies in Arabic are used in Bahasa Indonesia and regional languages [8]. In research, the researchers did not study the influence of Arabic on the development of local culture and Islamic culture outside the Arab community.

In this study, Arabic has a reciprocal relationship in Arabic, local culture, and Islamic culture in Bugis society. Muh. Harisah recorded about 421 Bugis words derived from (dakhil) Arabic that are arranged in alphabetical order [9]. His work was written in 1978. After that, there was no other comprehensive writings on Arabic, Bugis language, and Islamic culture. However, in a period of 40 years (from 1978 to 2018), it was strongly expected that there was a lot of dynamics and the addition of Arabic vocabularies derived into Bugis language.

The relationship between Islam and local culture is interested to be studied. In a research entitled Kajian Kritik Akulturasi Islam dengan Budaya Lokal conducted by Hamzah Junaid, it was found that the relationship between the two was dynamic [10]. As a result, there were local wisdom that are in line with Islam in certain times and spaces the study was conducted although some of which must be straightened out. Islam was positioned as a standard to the development of local cultural values [11]. Agung Setiawan, in his work entitled Budaya Lokal dalam Perspektif Agama: Legitimasi Hukum Adat (al-‘Urf) dalam Islam, emphasized that local or customary wisdom (al-‘urf) is a source of consideration in
Islamic law, which based on the rules of al-'adat muhakkamah [12]. In addition, in studies entitled Akulturasi Islam dengan Budaya Lokal: Memahami Nilai-nilai Keairan Lokal Masyarakat Bugis dalam membangun karakter Bangsa [1] and Akulturasi Islam dan Budaya Lokal: Memahami Nilai-nilai Ritual Maulid Nabi di Pekalongan [13], it was concluded that Islam has influence on local culture although those two studies seemed to ignore the influence of Arabic on local languages and cultures that language is an integral part of a culture. In other two studies Widiana [14] and Muqoyyidin [15], the relationship between Islam and the local culture of the Javanese tribe was studied.

In another study, education [16], it was concluded that character education which has a universal value base came from the Qur'an that is explained as local value while the temporal value was derived from the local wisdom. He explained that Bugis cultural values have harmony with the instructions from the Qur'an, so that it needs to be preserved in facing global challenges and modernity [17].

2. Methods

There are two techniques carried out for data collection. First, the literature review collects data by searching various references relevant to this research, including books, journals, and other written sources. Second, observation, that is, data collection is carried out in a relatively long time. Research is a part of society's understudy, so that it is also a research subject. Researchers monitor and observe the cultural practices of the Bugis people as an experience. Data sourced from documents and observations complement each other. Furthermore, the collected data is systematized and displayed to be grouped with similar data to complement each other, so that conclusions can be drawn supported by adequate data [18].

The data about Arabic and Buginese language, local culture, writing tafsir are analyzed integrally. The number of classifications of language vocabulary absorbed into Buginese language shows the strong and significant influence of Arabic on Bugis. The vocabulary groups of these words cannot be included in this article, so what is taken is to group them together with a limited sample [19]. An analysis of the integration between religious language, local culture, and the writing of the interpretation of the Qur'an with the local language was carried out to obtain the results that the Pangadereng system makes sara' (religion) a subsystem in the values and governance of the Bugis community in the context of integrated cultural development between religion and local culture [20].

3. Results and Discussion

Specific developments regarding Bugis language interpretations in South Sulawesi have been written by several researchers. Among them are studies entitled Tafsir Berbahasa Bugis Karya MUI Sulsel: Studi atas Metodologi dan Pemikirannya yang ditulis oleh Mursalin Junaid, Perkembangan Tafsir Alquran in Sulawesi Selatan [21] and several studies with similar titles. The difference between those studies lied in the focus of the study. Mursalin emphasized on the aspects of the method and his thoughts, while Yusuf emphasized on the aspects of background, methods, and the influence in society.

In addition to the studies aforementioned, an article entitled Bahasa Bugis dan Penulisan Tafsir Alquran di Sulawesi Selatan [21] explained about Lontarak language stability that
was because it is used as a local interpretation medium in Bugis language. Other relevant studies that can be referred are Relevansi Pemikiran Ulama Bugis dan Nilai Budaya Bugis: Studi Kasus tentang Iddah dalam Tafsir Berbahasa Bugis Karya MUI Sulsel [16] and Metodologi Tafsir Berbahasa Bugis: Analisis Tafsirere Akorong Mabbaä Ogi karya MUI Sulsel [22]. In those studies, the steps for interpretation were identified. Some writings on Bugis language interpretations were also carried out by some researchers although they did not conduct studies related to three very related aspects, namely Arabic, Bugis Language, and the influence on cultural development in South Sulawesi Indonesia. It turns out that the three cannot be separated because they are in accordance with the nature and basic human needs. This is why this study is necessary to be carried out.

South Sulawesi is mostly inhabited by Bugis (Tauf Ugie) people who come from several tribes and have a diverse languages used in family. First, Makassar Language: The language used by people who inhabit the areas of Gowa, Takalar, Jeneponto, Bantaeng, Kajang (Bulukumbu), and Maniri area (Sinjai Barat Subdistrict). Second, Bugis Language: Used by people who inhabit the areas of Sinjai, Bone, Soppeng, Wajo, Pinrang, Sidrap, Pare-Pare, Bulukumbu, some people who live in Pangkep, parts of Maros, some people who live in Mandar, Enrekang and some Barru and Palopo. Third, Luwu Language that has 12 kinds of languages. In Palopo, also in the coastal area of Woto subdistrict and several villages in Malili, Bugis language are used. The 12 languages used in Luwu are: (1) Bugis Language (2) Baru Language (3) Siko Language (4) Lubung Language (5) Woto Language (6) Pa-jabatu Language (7) Mangkutana Language (8) Soroko Language (9) Language Paraso (10) Siwa Language (11) Toraja Language, and (12) Pammona Language. Fouth, Toraju language that is used by people who inhabit Makale, Rantepao and Masamba areas. Fifth, Massenengulu Language that is used by people who inhabit in Enrekang District and other areas adjacent to it, among others are some people in Pinrang District, Polmas District and Tator District [23]. Apart from having their own languages, those tribes also have special cultures as well that is known as local culture.

A Culture is a manifestation of human mind and sense; which also means that human create culture, or it can be said that culture comes from human creativity. Consequently, Islamic culture is the incarnation of the human mind and sense of Islam and comes from Muslim themselves [24]. The starting point of Islamic culture is the Islamic doctrine which, at the level of actualization, is able to accommodate or even adopt the expression of local culture so that it becomes an integral part of a distinctive Islamic civilization. The level of adoption, accommodation, and adaptation can differ from one region to another, depending on how the spread of Islam in certain regions is and also depends on the level of resistance at the local level that Islam encountered. Islam does not merely adopt and accommodate local culture, but also raises local culture to the universal level [25]. There are values in local wisdom that are in line with the universal values such as honesty (Iempu’), telling the truth (ada tongeng).

The general perception (common sense) about the Arab region or the Middle East region is that the area is where the people speak Arabic and are Muslim [26]. This is normal, because Arabic is the area where Islam was born. This view is different from the perspective of people from the western world who call Arab region as Middle Eastern. This is not only due to geographical point of view, but to explain that Middle Eastern society is a heterogeneous society. E.T. Mahan, for example, was the first person to call Arab as Middle East to refer to
the Arab region which was divided into several regions, namely the Arab region in North Africa, eastern Arabia, Gulf Arabic, and the Arab region in West Asia [27]. Therefore, the term to mention Arabic geographically and culturally must be differentiated. By knowing the term Middle East, one should understand that Arab does not always refer to Islam.

This also applies to the relationship between Islam and culture. Religion and culture have differences in one side and relationship in the other side. Therefore, various terms to show Islam in regional studies arise, for example the Pribumi Isalm introduced by Abdulrahman Wahid [28, 29]. Nusantara Islam by Azymardi Azra, Keislaman and Keindonesiaan by Cak Nur, and various other terms. This is also known in the fiqh that studies about al-'Urf or traditions and values of locality.

The dialogue arise about religion and culture is a necessity. According to Denys Lombard, Muslims as a whole is something that is impossible [30]. Islam in Indonesia is not different from Islam from various other countries in the world, especially with the procedures carried out in the Arabian Peninsula. It also has a root explanation by understanding the concepts of Makkiyah and Madaniyyah in the study of the Qur’ an. Makkiyah and Madaniyyah are concepts that explain two factors, namely age and geography.

The failure to reconcile the text with the message of the times and territorial messages often becomes a tiring debate. Departing from this idea, becoming a muslim does not have to be an Arab. Islam was indeed born in Arab but not only for Arab society. Being Muslim while remaining a Bugis is something that must be given the widest possible space.

When Islam comes to a region, Arabic as the scriptural language has a major influence on the development of local language in area where Islam is spread. Culture has a position to adapt to the values brought by Islam. Language as a medium also influences. The language is a set of culture. Both are inseparable. Arabic is one of the world’s language with rich vocabulary and life continues to experience growth in line with the times. Factors that support the survival of Arabic language, among others, are due to the Qur’ an and the hadith of the Prophet, and other Islamic ex-texts that are also generally written in Arabic. In the beginning, the Arabic language developed is originated from the assimilation of various languages of the tribes that had inhabited the Arabian Peninsula [31].

Arabic as the language of the Qur’ an and the Sunnah also spread along with the spread of Islam in the Archipelago since the 12th century, then developed and gave influence, not only on religious aspects, but also on aspects of culture and language [32]. The cultural development in a society influences the development of language in the community. In the language aspect, Arabic has contributed a lot to the development of regional languages, especially Bugis language by enriching the vocabularies of the language. Arabic vocabulary is widely adopted or adapted by Bugis language, especially after Islam was spread and adopted by Bugis society.

There are a number of language vocabularies that have been adapted into Bugis language that, consciously or not, have been widely used by Bugis people. First, Terms related to the terms in worship: There are several Arabic words adapted into Buginese language. For examples ruknul Islambecomes rokonna soldengnge, Islam become selling, syahadat becomes sada’/salehada’, sujud becomes suji’, ruk‘a’ becomes roko’ I’tidal becomes itidaleng, dua‘ becomes daang, tasbih becomes tasbeba’, takbir becomes takubbe’, tarbih becomes


Fourth, words related to the names of days. They are al-Sabtu becomes ( ) Sattu, al-Ahad : Aha', al-Insain : Aseneng, al-Tsulatsa : Salasa, al-Arbia : Arabang, al-Khamis : Kammi', and al-Jum'ah : Juma'.


Sixth, words related to stationery. For examples Qalam becomes ( ) kallang, Kitab : kita', Qirhas : karetasa, Dawat : dawa', and so on.


There are still a few words in Bugis language that are similar to Arabic language, but it cannot be ensured whether it originates from Arabic language or just accidentally has resemblance and has similar meaning, as explained by Muh. Harisah in his study (Al-Hafid, 1999). The words are as follows: Maladde from the word : aladdun, Balatul (bala tun), Maddaja : Duja', Madde Mapparape' (rafu'), massolo, sa'alaSalar'a : sirwalun, Siri' : sirrun, Cippe' : syiffun : syiffun, Naredd : radhidhun, and so on.

In general, culture includes seven elements, namely: (1) language, (2) knowledge system, (3) social organization, (4) living and technological systems, (5) livelihood system, (6) religious system, and (7) art [33].

Islam began to come and develop in South Sulawesi in 1605 AD (1015 H) when the king of Gowa with his 15 lingkumbumi (King of Tallo) declared himself to embrace Islam and then titled Abdullah Anwaled Islam, then followed by the King of Gowa, Sultan Alauddin [34]. According to The World Islamic Thematic Encyclopedia Writer Team, t.d.), King Tallo's real name is I Malingkuang Duang Manyonri, while his original name is king Gowa I
Mangerangi Daeng Manrabbia [35]. Dr. Hanko noted that Islam officially entered in the
kingdoms of Gowa and Bone in 1603 and the King of Gowa accepted Islam from 3
Islamic religious teachers who came from Minangkabau, namely Datuk Ri Bandang, Datuk
Ri Tiro and Datuk Patimang. He stated that the Muslim immigrants had existed in Gowa
long before King Gowa officially accepted Islam, which was around 1540 [36].

Bugis people have basic guideline in everything they do, both in action and speech as the
basic manner, the guideline is called as Pangadereng (rules, customs, system, or norms).
Mattulada explained that before Islam came to South Sulawesi, Pangadereng consisted of
four elements, namely (1) Ade', (2) Bicara; (3) Rapang; and (4) Wari'. After Islam arrived,
Pangadereng added one element, namely the element Sara' so that it was complete into five
elements. Ade' is a system of norms and rules in people’s lives which include all the neces-
sity of behaving in all life activities. Ade' means normative discipline, guiding life attitudes
in facing, responding to and creating a life of culture both ideologically, mentally, spiritually
and physically. Bicara is related to judicial matters. Rapang is related to efforts to maintain
the traditions and ethics of sustainable life. Wari’ is maintaining the classification, order in
life, kinship and relations between countries. Sara’ is an Islamic law which gives the con-
tents of Pangadereng with the spirit of faith and Islamic aqidah [37].

With the inclusion of Sara' elements into Pangadereng, Islam has space and opportuni-
ties to be more flexible in influencing, complementing and enhancing pre-existing local cultures
and new cultures that will be formed later. The use of the term Sara' shows that Bugis culture is
Islamic culture, because sara' comes from Arabic and Islamic terms, namely syara’ (religi-
ion). Hence, the Bugis-Makassar people juxtapose culture and Islam.

The first element in the Pangadereng has had an Islamic influence because the word Ade'
comes from the word adatun in Arabic language, which means habit that has the same mean-
ing as urf or ma’ruufun which means all actions that have been commonly done and un-
derstood with their kindness, the synonym is munkarun. There is no cultural term found in
Bugis vocabulary. If the definition of Ade’ and pangadereng are understood based on the
concept of culture, Ade’ has general meaning while pangadereng has limited meaning [38].

In addition to the five elements contained in Pangadereng which must be guided by the
Bugis people in living in society, there is another element that is not less important to always be
maintained in carrying out pangadereng, namely the element of siri' (siri' culture).

In Bugis language, siri’ means “shame”. According to Cassuto, as quoted by M. Natsir Said,
siri’ is a revenge in the form of a moral obligation to kill those who violate adat [39]. Siri’
is a feeling of shame that can lead to sanctions from family violated by their customary
norms” [39].

An American anthropologist, Shelly Errington, conducted research at Luwu’ (1976-1977)
to express the meaning of siri’ as follows:

"...for Bugis, there is no purpose or reason for life to be higher or more important than main-
taining his siri’, and if they feel offended, or ripakasiri' (humiliated), they feel more comfor-
table dying with a fight to restore their siri’ than to live without siri’. And, indeed, the Bugis-
Makassar people are well-known everywhere in Indonesia because they easily fight if they are
 treated not according to their degrees. Dying due to siri’ is said to be mate ri gollai, mate
risantangi, which means dead is given sugar and coconut milk, which is dead for something
useful [40].

Siri’s cultural value is one of the important guidelines in the life of Bugis people. Siri’ is a view of life that must be maintained by Bugis people during their lifetime, because it concerns self-esteem and honor. Siri’ in the sense of defending and maintaining self-esteem does not conflict with Islamic teachings, as it is obliged to also defend property and religion. Only in reality, siri’ is often carried out too far beyond the limits, it often occurs only because it is trivial to cause a person to lose his soul. This is where the need to provide true religious understanding so that the implementation of siri’ is in line with what is taught by Islam.

In Bugis society, there are certain communities that adhere to a kind of tradition or tradition that is specific to a particular area in addition to the traditions that are often carried out by the society in general where the tradition seems to belong together which is usually displayed at ceremonies or parties - certain party. For example, Maudu’ Lompoa in Cekuang, Gattaran keke in Bulukumba, Patuntung in Kajung, Tolotang in Sidrap, Bissu in Lubbakang (Pangkep), Haji Bawakaraeng in Pangkep and Bulukumba. These local cultures are generally closely related to a belief system for a particular community.

On the other hand, it was also found in Bugis society, a number of traditions that were carried out when they held a celebration. This tradition was inherited from generation to generation. For example, the tradition of reading the Barzanji when they ascended or entered a new house, akad nikah (usually carried out at the mappaccu / tudung penni), aqiqah and the most witnessed now of the reading of the Barzanji when some of their family members perform the Haji and it is done every Friday night until the pilgrims return home. In addition, the tradition of mabbaça duang and mattampung are also found, namely the ceremony of cutting buffalo or cows for a deceased person, usually done when the deceased has passed away for three days or seven days, forty days and a hundred days of his death (tahlim).

In addition to practices that have to do with a belief or religion as mentioned above, Bugis also have a literary work that has high artistic value, namely Elong Ugi. There are many kinds of Elong Ugi (bugis songs in poetic form), they are: (1) Elong sipaccaidio-rio (sung at the time of rejoicing) which consists of elong mabbotam pangatung (sung in harmony), elong mareja-eja (sung in when the bride and groom temporarily sit side by side), elong padondo ana’ (sung to make children sleep fast), elong yale lala (nina bohok), elong tuntumpenek (pengumid); (2) Elong Assimeleereng (mercy song); (3) Elong Silebbai (hating each other); (4) Elong Pangaja (advice); (5) Elong Osong (to support warrior to face war) and Elong Aruk (sung when Commander is in front of the King a sign of support and loyalty) [41].

Elong Ugi as a literary work is part of a culture that grows and develops in the midst of Bugis society and belongs to society and it does not only function as a means of entertainment, song to sing in leisure time, a thing to represent feelings for the singers and listeners, but also serves as a reflection of views and attitudes, as children’s educational tools and maintenance of community norms. Among the elong (songs) in Bugis that are found and contain deep values of Islam is Elong Pangaja.

The Bugis song does not only contain deep Bugis literary values, but also contains core values that have high spiritual values about the nature of life and human nature. As mentioned above, one of the seven elements of culture is art. Art as a result of human culture is not prohibited in Islamic teachings, but it must be considered as the mission contained in it.
whether it has that violate religious norms or not.

It must be understood that Islamic art must rely on the aqidah, and art is not al-dharuriyyat (urgent need) even not al-haiyyat (basic needs) but only as al-tahsiniyyat or al-kamaliyyat (complementary) which is only a secondary need. Islamic art is not as a goal, but only as wasilah (tool or means), because art, according to Islam, is not merely for art, but art to realize truth, morals and justice [42].

Al-Aqaid [43] emphasized that none of the words in the Qur’an indicate a ban on art. Similarly, there is no definite word about the prohibition of a work of art other than those made for worship. He referred to a number of verses from the Qur’an which contain signs that beauty is a sign of His greatness and as a favor to His servants. These verses include, QS. Al-Kahf (18); 7, al-Hijr (15); 16, Qaf (50): 6 and al-A’raf (7): 31-32. He also mentioned many hadiths, including the hadith which means: Surely Allah is beautiful and loves a beauty.

3.1. Bugis Language and Local Tafsir Literature

Since the development of Islamic da’wah, Malays who have lived in Makassar have played an important role, especially in the writing and copying of Islamic religious books from the Malay language to the lontara. Various lontara originating from the Malay language was allegedly originated from the age of the development of Islam in South Sulawesi (XVII-XVIII Century), which up to now are popular among elders in Bugis, Makassar. For examples: 1) Lontara perkawinan between Saidina Ali and Fatimah, daughter of the Prophet; 2) Prophet Yu’s words and the love of Laila and Majnu; 3) Sura’ bukcura’ which is known as lontara pau-pau ma Sultanul Injilai; 4) Kitab Faraid (inheritance law); 5) Lontara Sehe Maradang; 6) Lontara about the Prophet Muhammad’s life with the Hindi king; 7) Various miracles of the Prophet Muhammad, and others [44]. Mahmud Yunus’ analysis of the first Islamic education system in Indonesia that the Qur’an has been introduced to every Muslim since childhood through an activity called “Pengajian al-Qur’an” in surau, langgar, and mosque [45]. The Qur’anic education at that time was the first Islamic education given to children, before being introduced to religious practices (fiqh). Karel A. Steenbrink drew the same conclusion. He further explained that the teaching of the Qur’an is a reading lesson for several parts of the Qur’an [46]. For starters, children are taught surah al-Fatiha and then short surahs in juz ‘Amma which consists of chapters number 78 until 114, children learn Arabic letters and memorize the texts that are in the Qur’an.

There are several factors that cause the development of tafsir in Indonesia not as fast as other subjects developments, at the beginning of the spreading of Islam until the 19th century, according to Nasharuddin Baidan. Direct tafsir of the Qur’an is deemed not so necessary because that need can be fulfilled by the books of fiqih, Sufism and Tawheed; 2. Learning rect tafsir requires good Arabic skills, while learning Arabic requires a long time [47], and education [48].

The emergence of the assumption that to get the knowledge of tafsir requires a long time through the daily amaliyah, for example, prayer, fasting and others. After the 20th century, Muslim intellectuals in South Sulawesi have begun to interpret works of tafsir, but the presentation still concentrates on certain verses, for example the ones contained...
in a magazine written by A.G. H. Muhammad As’ad, namely the magazine al-
Maw’izah al-Hasanah. In the magazine, there is a rubric that discusses the interpreta-
tion of one verse. In 1948, he wrote a small commentary published in Sengkang, written
in three languages; Arabic / Bugis / Indonesian: Tafsir bahasa Boegisnya Soerah Amma.

In 1958, AG. H.M. Yunus Martan wrote Tafsir Al-Qur’an in Bugis language consisting
of three juz: juz I, II, and III. The title was written in two languages, Arabic and Bugis
[49]. The third Juz, the last in the series, was first printed in 1961 AG. H.M. Yunus
Martan. The format used by AG. H.M. Yunus Martan is writing a verse followed by its
translation. If a “tafsir” or explanation is needed, he writes it after the translation, under
the title pappannessa (tafsir, explanation), but not all verses are given an explanation.
In 1978, a senior teacher from Madrasah As’adiyah Sengkang, AG. H. Hamzah Ma-
guluang also made a Bugis language translation of the Qur’an [50]. The format used is
to create two columns on each page. In the left column, he wrote verses from the Qur’an,
while the translation is written in the right hand column. The bottom pages of the book,
there is a brief explanation of certain verses, which are written below the dividing lines
along the pages under the two columns.

According to the information in the Introduction part of the work, the translation of the
Qur’an which was attempted by the author to complete the whole 30 juz, was published
in three volumes, each volume contains the translation of ten juz from the Qur’an. The
introduction part was written by AG. H. Daud Ismail and stated that AG. H. Hamzah
Manguluang obtained the chance of translating the whole 30 juz of Al-Qur’an, which
had never been done before in Bugis. After that, complete tafsir of 30 juz of Al-Qu’ran
was written by individual such as Tafsir al-Munir AG. H. Dawud Ismail, as well as in
a team such as Tafesere Akorang Mabbas Ogi each used the Lontarak script by the
Team of the South Sulawesi Indonesian Ulama Council published in 1988 and the
complete 30 juz was published in 1996.

3. Conclusion

The majority of the Bugis people had accepted Islam very well. It had been appearing that
the Buginese were identical with Islam, as had the Arab Nation. Bugis people already have
basic life guidelines in the form of rules, norms, and manners called Pangadereng. The Ar-
abic language has a very significant influence on local languages. Bugis people do not need
to look for synonyms for Islamic terms, which are in Arabic, because they have assumed
that those are from their local languages. The preachers, kyai, and suntri communities, as
well as the sara’ system, as part of Pangadereng, have contributed significantly to the accel-
eration of the influence of Arabic and Islamic terms to be acculturated with the local culture.
Developing Islamic culture in South Sulawesi needs a forum to seriously conduct an inven-
tory of and study in-depth the local cultures, and then follow up for their improvement and
maintenance. The meaning of sirī and its practice needs to be straightened out so that no
misunderstanding occurs contrarily to the essence of sirī itself. The Lontarak script, which
has been forgotten, needs to be revealed and included in the school curriculum, especially
at the elementary levels. Writing the works of scholars and Muslims using Lontarak script
such as translation and interpretation of the Koran in the Bugis language becomes an effort
to preserve the values of typical local wisdom of Bugis. Besides, there is elong (song), as a
part of cultural art, needs to be preserved. Elong Ugī passed down orally needs to be
socialized through writings or cassettes and modified due to lacking the attention of the younger generation. The existence of To Panrit (parewa sara’), traditional leaders and the government is the best way to achieve this objective.
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